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Pattern formation on the edge of chaos: Experiments with CO oxidation on a Pt„110… surface
under global delayed feedback

Matthias Bertram, Carsten Beta, Michael Pollmann, Alexander S. Mikhailov, Harm H. Rotermund, and Gerhard E
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 2 December 2002; published 25 March 2003!

Experiments with catalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide on Pt~110! show that chemical turbulence in this
system can be suppressed by application of appropriate global delayed feedback. Different spatiotemporal
patterns, seen near the transition from turbulence to uniform oscillations, are investigated. Such patterns
include intermittent turbulence, oscillatory standing waves, cellular structures, and phase clusters. Using a
method based on the Hilbert transform, spatial distributions of local phase and amplitude in these patterns are
reconstructed from the experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Control of chaos is one of the central problems in nonl
ear dynamics. In contrast to existing exact methods@1#, a
heuristic approach based on the introduction of delayed fe
backs does not require extensive real-time computations@2#.
For extended systems, where spatially resolved access is
ficult, global delayed feedbacks can be employed. In s
methods, information continuously gathered from all e
ments of the system is summed up and used to genera
signal which is applied back to control a common syst
parameter. Global feedbacks can be employed to stab
otherwise unstable trajectories, but also as a tool to prod
new spatiotemporal patterns. Action of global feedbacks
chaotic extended systems has been experimentally or t
retically investigated for lasers@3#, gas discharge devices@4#,
semiconductors@5,6#, populations of electrochemical oscilla
tors @7#, and surface chemical reactions@8#; it was also dis-
cussed in the more general context of the complex Ginzb
Landau equation@9,10#. Furthermore, various forms o
global feedback have been successfully applied to con
pattern formation in nonchaotic excitable@11,12# and oscil-
latory @13–17# chemical systems.

Nonequilibrium systems on the edge of chaos are cap
of generating a broad variety of complex patterns. To brin
system to a boundary between periodic and chaotic dyn
ics, its parameters may be appropriately chosen or exte
forcing may be introduced. However, a practical impleme
tation of such predefined control meets serious difficult
because a system at the edge of chaos is sensitive ev
small parameter variations. An alternative is provided by
ing global delayed feedback. The advantage of this metho
that an acting force is generated by the system itself
therefore automatically adjusts to the variations of exp
mental conditions.

In this paper, we apply a global delayed feedback to
vestigate spatiotemporal pattern formation near the trans
to chaos in an oscillatory surface chemical reaction. We d
onstrate that chemical turbulence can be suppressed
means of such a feedback and that various types of cha
and nonchaotic patterns can be induced. The system we
sider is the catalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide
Pt~110!, representing the best studied example among os
1063-651X/2003/67~3!/036208~9!/$20.00 67 0362
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latory surface reactions~see Ref.@18# for a review of such
systems!.

Under low-pressure conditions, the CO oxidation on pla
num single-crystal surfaces proceeds via a Langm
Hinshelwood mechanism@19#. Due to a high energy barrie
in the gas phase, molecules of CO and oxygen have to
sorb on the catalytic surface before the reaction can t
place. The adsorption of oxygen is dissociative. Adsorb
CO molecules are bound to the surface considerably
strongly than oxygen atoms and hence may desorb as we
diffuse on the surface, while these processes are neglig
for oxygen under typical reaction conditions. Produced c
bon dioxide almost immediately desorbs into the gas pha
leaving again free space for adsorption. On Pt~110!, temporal
oscillations of the reaction rate are possible due to
adsorbate-driven phase transition in the top substrate l
@20#. Under such oscillatory conditions, the interplay b
tween reaction and diffusion processes leads to the deve
ment of a rich variety of spatiotemporal patterns, includi
rotating spiral waves, target patterns, and chemical tur
lence@21#.

In a previous publication@8#, initial experiments on sup-
pression of turbulence by global delayed feedback in ca
lytic CO oxidation have been reported. In this paper,
present the results of more detailed investigations. Un
systematic variation of both feedback parameters, the fe
back intensity and the delay time, we find additional, pre
ously undiscovered types of feedback-induced patterns.
cluster patterns, we also investigate effects of a variation
the feedback window. The various complex spatiotempo
structures observed are analyzed by making use of a t
nique based on the Hilbert transform.

The paper is organized as follows. The experimental se
and the feedback method are introduced in the follow
section. In Sec. III, the results of our experimental investig
tions are shown. The properties of each type of feedba
induced pattern are described in detail. Then, in Sec. IV,
observed patterns are further characterized by the ti
dependent spatial distributions of their local oscillation pha
and amplitude. The paper ends with a discussion of the
tained results in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In our experiments, the Pt~110! single-crystal sample wa
kept in an ultrahigh-vacuum~UHV! apparatus. Controlled
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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supply of reactants into the UHV chamber was enabled by
automated dosing system that allowed to keep the pa
pressures of gases constant within a maximal variation
0.1%. Only purified gases~CO 4.7, O2 5.6! have been used
The partial pressures under reaction conditions~up to 1023

mbar! were measured by means of a differentially pump
quadrupole mass spectrometer. Preceding each series o
periments, the sample has been prepared by repeated c
of Ar ion sputtering below 470 K and subsequent annea
to 750 K.

As a consequence of mass balance, global gas phase
pling is generally present in surface chemical reactions@18#.
Its effects in CO oxidation on Pt~110! have been studied bot
theoretically@22–24# and experimentally@25#. To minimize
the effects of such internal coupling, specially prefabrica
single crystals have been used. About 80% of the Pt~110!
single-crystal surface~10 mm in diameter! has been covered
by microlithographic deposition with Ti. The Ti layer wa
then oxidized in the reaction chamber, thereby producin
TiO2 layer which is catalytically inactive for the considere
reaction. Only the free Pt areas remained active. In this w
isolated surface reactors of various sizes could be crea
For the experiments, reactive areas of about 1 mm2 have
been chosen.

For the visualization of spatiotemporal adsorbate patte
on the catalytic surface, photoemission electron microsc
~PEEM! @26# was used. This method produces real-time i
ages of the lateral distribution of adsorbed species on
surface. More precisely, the distribution of photoelectr
emission from the surface under ultraviolet light irradiati
is displayed. The yield of photoelectrons depends sensitiv
on the local work functionw of the substrate, which is
changed due to the presence of adsorbates. Compared
free Pt~110! surface, a monolayer of oxygen coverage
creases the work function byDw'0.8 eV, thereby strongly
decreasing the brightness of PEEM images. Full CO co
age also increases the work function but produces a sm
effect (Dw'0.3 eV). In our experiments, the PEEM instr
ment has been used to monitor a surface area of'500 mm
in diameter. The spatial resolution of the images was ab
1 mm. A frame rate of 25 camera images per second g
anteed a sufficiently good temporal resolution of the PEE
recordings. Standard image processing including backgro
subtraction, contrast-brightness adjustments, and image a
aging has been performed to improve the signal-to-noise
tio of the images.

Global delayed feedback was introduced into the sys
via the gas phase by making the instantaneous dosing ra
CO gas dependent on real-time properties of the develo
patterns. While monitoring the patterns on the surface,
PEEM intensity was simultaneously averaged over the en
observation window by means of an electronic integrat
device. The level of intensity was scaled such that a
~oxygen! saturated surface corresponded to a value of 1~0!.
From the resulting global signalI (t), a reference valueI ref
was then subtracted using a preset potentiometer. The r
ence value has been determined in the beginning of e
series of experiments, before global delayed feedback
applied. It was chosen as the time average of the glo
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PEEM intensity I (t) in the initially developing state of
spiral-wave turbulence. In the following step, the signal w
delayed by a certain timetd using a computer. Afterwards
the delayed signal was electronically amplified by a fac
determining the feedback intensity. A high-frequency filt
was used to reduce electric noise and to invert the sig
Finally, the control signal was applied back to the system
controlling the automated inlet system for CO gas. The va
tion of the CO partial pressurepCO in the reaction chambe
followed the temporal modulations of the dosing rate with
additional delayt0'0.4 s due to the finite response time
the inlet system and the residence time of gases in
pumped chamber.

Thus, a global delayed feedback could be artificially
troduced, such that

pCO~ t !5p02m@ I ~ t2t!2I ref#, ~1!

wherepCO is the CO partial pressure in the reaction chamb
I (t) denotes the integral PEEM intensity at timet, t5t0
1td is the effective time delay, the parameterm specifies the
feedback intensity, andp0 andI ref are the CO partial pressur
and the mean base level of the integral PEEM intensity
absence of feedback, respectively.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Overview

Multiple experiments have been conducted with differe
values of the feedback intensitym and the delayt. In the
beginning of each series of experiments, the parameter
temperature and partial pressures have been chosen in s
way that the reaction was oscillatory and, furthermore
complex state of chemical turbulence characterized by o
short-scale spatial correlations developed in absence of f
back. A sequence of PEEM images showing the spontane
development of chemical turbulence from a uniformly ox
gen covered surface state is displayed in Fig. 1. A charac
istic property of such turbulence is the spontaneous crea
of irregular wave fronts and multiple fragments of rotatin
spiral waves. The spiral waves repeatedly undergo break
leading to the formation of new spiral fragments at differe
locations. This type of turbulence was found in a wide ran
of temperatures for an appropriate choice of the partial p
sures of gases in the chamber.

Starting from the regime of spiral-wave turbulence, glob
delayed feedback according to Eq.~1! was switched on after
some time, and its parameters could be varied. In exp
ments with a systematic variation of the feedback parame
m and t, we have observed that turbulence could be s
pressed and replaced by stable uniform oscillations for
delay time~delays up tot510 s have been probed! provided
that the feedback intensitym was sufficiently high~up to 5
31025 mbar, corresponding to CO partial pressure var
tions of about 20% in the state of synchronous oscillation!.
Usually, the synchronization threshold was significan
lower ~about 5% variations inpCO). The period of uniform
oscillations was affected by the feedback and varied appr
mately between 3 s and 10 s, with a tendency to increase
8-2
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PATTERN FORMATION ON THE EDGE OF CHAOS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 036208 ~2003!
longer delays and decrease for stronger feedbacks.
For lower feedback intensities, the feedback does

transform spiral-wave turbulence into stable uniform osci
tions but leads to the formation of novel spatiotemporal p
terns. In the initial state of spiral-wave turbulence in abse
of feedback, the integral PEEM intensity is almost const
except for small random fluctuations. As the feedback int
sity is increased starting from zero, global oscillations set
and turbulent spiral waves are first replaced byintermittent
turbulence. This state is characterized by turbulent casca
of localized objects on a uniformly oscillating backgroun
Intermittent turbulence is found for any choice of the tim
delay when the feedback intensity is increased from low v
ues. Strong hysteresis is present at the transition from in
mittent turbulence to uniform oscillations, that is, at a fix
time delay, uniform oscillation disappears at significan
lower values upon a decrease of the feedback intensity
they appear from intermittent turbulence upon an increas
m.

By further increasing the feedback intensity from the st
of intermittent turbulence, additional spatiotemporal patte
are observed below the transition to uniform oscillations
delays in the interval 0.5 s,t,1.0 s. The precise stability
regions of these patterns—standing waves, cellular struc
tures, andcluster patterns—sensitively depend on the choic
of temperature and partial pressures. In the following,
discuss the properties of the different types of structures
served. While only selected frames of patterns are prese
here, short videos illustrating the evolution of different tw
dimensional spatiotemporal patterns are available via In
net @27#.

B. Intermittent turbulence

By fixing the feedback intensity below the transition
uniform oscillations, two different types of localized turb
lent objects representing intermittent turbulence have b
identified, namely, bubble-shaped structures and spiral-w

FIG. 1. Spontaneous development of spiral-wave turbule
from a uniformly oxygen covered surface state. The CO valve w
initially kept closed and is opened att50 s. Eight subsequent snap
shots of PEEM images of size 3303330 mm2 are displayed. Dark
areas in the images are predominantly oxygen covered while b
regions are mainly CO covered. The parameter values of temp
ture, oxygen partial pressure, and CO partial pressure are, res
tively, T5529 K, pO2

540.031025 mbar, andpCO512.331025

mbar.
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fragments. An example of the first type of intermittent turb
lence is displayed in Fig. 2. The PEEM images in Fig. 2~a!
are snapshots taken within one cycle of the pattern evolut
Starting from a dark, uniform state, bright spots develop
different locations. When the growing spots reach a cert
size, darker regions develop in the middle of these obje
transforming them into ring-shaped structures. Because
wave back of the expanding rings propagates faster than
wave front, after some time the whole pattern fades aw
and is replaced by the uniform dark state. Then the en
cycle repeats.

The temporal evolution of the pattern is further analyz
in Fig. 2~c!, showing the space-time diagram along the li
AB indicated in the first image in Fig. 2~a!. Expanding
bubbles are represented by triangular structures in the c
section. Examining this diagram, it is found that the bubb
can die and reproduce. When the bubbles have reprodu
until many of them are found, massive annihilation occu
and only a few of them survive. Thus, an irregular behav
of repeated reproduction cascades is observed. In a sequ
of PEEM images taken at subsequent evolution cycles of
pattern, this behavior is reflected by a repeated alterna
between system states with large and small fractions of
surface occupied by turbulent objects, see Fig. 2~b!. In the
example shown, the number and size of the turbulent bub
typically vary on the time scale of about six evolution cycle
During intermittent turbulence, the variations of the CO p
tial pressure are aperiodic but rigidly correlated with the e
lution cycles of the pattern, see the curves below the spa
time diagram in Fig. 2~c! showing the temporal variations o
CO pressure~black line! and negative integral PEEM inten
sity ~gray line!.

In addition to the turbulent bubble structures, a simi
state of intermittent turbulence characterized by localiz
fragments of spiral waves has also been observed. This
predominantly occurred at higher values of temperatu
where chemical turbulence in absence of feedback was m
strongly developed and displayed a higher density of sm
spiral fragments. The localized spirals during intermitte
turbulence undergo similar evolution cycles as the bub
structures. They also reproduce until they occupy almost
entire monitored surface area, and then annihilate such
only few of them survive. Typical PEEM images of spira
wave fragments on the background of uniform oscillatio
are displayed in Fig. 3.

C. Standing waves

Like all structures described in the following, oscillato
standing waves were only found at delays in the inter
0.5 s,t,1.0 s and at intermediate values of the feedba
intensity. Four snapshots of a typical example of oscillato
standing waves are displayed in the top row of Fig. 4. Os
latory standing waves are characterized by the repeated
velopment of bright stripes from the dark uniform state. Th
form a spatially periodic array and, depending on the cho
parameters, have a wavelength of roughly 20–50mm. Due
to anisotropy of diffusion on the Pt~110! single-crystal sur-
face, the stripes are mainly oriented into the direction of f

e
s

ht
ra-
ec-
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FIG. 2. Intermittent turbulence represented by reproducing and annihilating turbulent bubbles on the background of uniform osc
~a! Six subsequent PEEM images of size 3603360 mm2 during a single cycle of local oscillations. The time interval between individ
images isDt50.7 s.~b! Eighteen PEEM images shown at subsequent evolution cycles of the pattern~from left to right and top to bottom!.
The time interval between individual frames isDt'3.5 s. ~c! Evolution of the pattern along the lineAB indicated in the first image in~a!,
and the corresponding temporal variations of CO partial pressure~black line! and negative integral PEEM intensity~gray line!. The
parameters areT5495 K, pO2

510.031025 mbar,p053.1531025 mbar,m52.031025 mbar, andt50.8 s.
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CO diffusion~the @11̄0# direction!. The stripes are only vis
ible during relatively short intervals of each oscillation cyc
The space-time diagram in the middle row of Fig. 4 sho
that the locations of stripes at subsequent oscillation cy
are shifted, so that a new stripe develops in the middle
tween two stripes seen in the previous cycle. Thus, the in
pattern is repeated after two periods of local oscillations. T
periodic emergence of the spatial structure is rigidly cor
lated with the variations of CO partial pressure in the cha
ber, see the curves at the bottom of Fig. 4.

Standing waves with similar properties have been pre
ously observed in CO oxidation on Pt~110! due to effects of
intrinsic global gas phase coupling@21,25#. Under such con-
ditions, they were seen only at relatively high temperatu
~540–550 K!, while in the present experiments, such stru
tures have been observed also at significantly lower temp
ture values~down toT5505 K in the example shown in Fig
03620
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4!. Another difference is that under intrinsic global couplin
usually only a part of the catalytic surface was covered
the pattern of standing waves, while the rest of the area
in the state of uniform oscillations@25#. The pattern was
always perfectly synchronized with the uniform oscillatio
and immediately broke down when the oscillations disa
peared. Therefore, it was concluded that via the gas ph
uniform oscillations on other parts of the surface provid
external forcing that acted on the standing waves and st
lized this pattern. In the presently reported experiments,
pattern was stabilized by the artificial global feedback,
that uniformly oscillating regions were not necessary for
occurrence of standing waves, and they usually occupied
entire monitored surface area. The required driving fo
could be simply generated by choosing a sufficiently la
feedback intensity.

The repeated alternation of the stripe positions at sub
quent oscillation cycles has been explained in the previ
8-4
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PATTERN FORMATION ON THE EDGE OF CHAOS: . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 036208 ~2003!
studies@21,25# by periodic reflective collisions of traveling
waves. The occurrence of such collisions has been attrib
to the presence of subsurface oxygen. Alternating stand
waves could be numerically reproduced in a model of C
oxidation on Pt~110! only by additionally taking into accoun
the formation of subsurface oxygen@25#. Therefore, it seems
likely that, at least to a small extent, subsurface oxygen
also present when standing waves were observed in
present experiments under artificial global feedback.

FIG. 4. Standing waves with an intrinsic wavelength. Display
are four subsequent PEEM images of size 2703270 mm2 during a
single oscillation period~top!, the evolution along the lineAB in-
dicated in the first image~middle!, and the corresponding tempor
variations of CO partial pressure~black line in the bottom! and
negative integral PEEM intensity~gray line!. The parameters are
T5505 K, pO2

510.031025 mbar,p053.3031025 mbar,m51.6
31025 mbar, andt50.8 s.

FIG. 3. Snapshots of intermittent turbulence represented by
calized spiral fragments on a uniformly oscillating background. T
images are 3303330 mm2 in size. The parameters areT5537 K,
pO2

540.031025 mbar, p0511.431025 mbar, m53.031025

mbar, andt50.7 s.
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D. Cellular structures

A further type of pattern seen near the transition fro
turbulence to uniform oscillations is represented by osci
tory arrays of cells. Four snapshots of such a patte
sampled within a single oscillation period, are displayed
the top row of Fig. 5. The cellular structure is visible on
during short time intervals within each period. The appe
ance of cells at the transition from a predominantly oxyg
covered to a mainly CO covered surface state is displaye
the second frame, and its recurrence during the transi
back to an oxygen covered state is shown in the fourth fra
in the top row of Fig. 5.

The space-time diagram in the lower part of Fig. 5 sho
the development of the cellular structure from stand
waves upon a sudden decrease of the feedback intensi
time t514 s. The standing waves that were initially prese
are not seen in the space-time diagram because the c
section is chosen parallel to the orientation of the stripes

Like standing waves, cellular structures usually occu
the entire imaged surface area. The local oscillations in
pattern are in harmonic resonance with the almost perio
variations of the global control signal. As a typical observ
tion, the arrays of cells are fairly irregular. The irregulari
may be explained as a representation of phase turbule
@28#, a state characterized by small aperiodic variations
the oscillation phase in absence of amplitude defects. H
ever, such irregularity may also, at least partly, be caused
the presence of small structural surface defects. No un
biguously regular, hexagonal cell arrays have been obse
in the experiments described here.

Oscillatory cellular structures were also seen in previo
measurements that employed mirror electron microsc
@29#. There, their presence was attributed to the action
intrinsic global gas phase coupling. The cell arrays were
served at relatively low values of temperature (T'430 K)
and exhibited a temporal period of the order of 30 s an

o-
e

FIG. 5. Cellular structures and their development from stand
waves. Displayed are four subsequent PEEM images of size
3270 mm2 during a single oscillation period~top!, and the evolu-
tion along the lineAB indicated in the first image~bottom!. At the
time moment indicated by an arrow, the feedback intensity has b
instantaneously reduced fromm51.631025 mbar to m51.1
31025 mbar. The other parameters are as in Fig. 4.
8-5
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BERTRAM et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 036208 ~2003!
characteristic cell size of about 1mm. In contrast, the arti-
ficially induced cellular structures described here were fou
at significantly higher temperature values~525–550 K! and
typically exhibited an average cell size of'20 mm and an
oscillation period of about 4 s.

E. Cluster patterns

When phase clusters develop, the catalytic surface s
into large regions belonging to either one of two differe
oscillatory states where frequencies are equal but phase
shifted by half a period. Usually, each of the two antipha
states occupies multiple spatial domains on the surface
intrinsic spatial wavelength is missing in such a pattern.
the top and the second row of Fig. 6, snapshots of suc
pattern are shown at time intervals of one oscillation per
between subsequent frames within each row. Snapshots
one upon the other are separated by half an oscillation
riod. Compared to the images shown in the top row, p
dominantly CO covered and oxygen covered regions h
approximately interchanged in the second row. After a f
period, the spatial distribution of the different domains
almost repeated.

The temporal evolution of the pattern along a cross s
tion is shown in the space-time diagram in the middle of F
6. It is seen that the shape of cluster domains underg
small periodic variations. This breathing mode is rigidly co
related with the period of local oscillations in the pattern. O

FIG. 6. Two-phase clusters. Displayed are subsequent PE
images with a field of view of 500mm in diameter~top!, the evo-
lution along the lineAB indicated in the first image~middle!, and
the temporal variation of local PEEM intensity at the two differe
points indicated by arrows in the space-time diagram~bottom!. The
parameters areT5500 K, pO2

510.031025 mbar, p053.07
31025 mbar,m50.631025 mbar, andt50.8 s.
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long time scales, the average locations of the interfaces
tween the antiphase domains are almost stationary or
dergo only a weak drift.

Finally, the curves at the bottom of Fig. 6 display th
temporal variations of the PEEM intensity at two samp
points located within the opposite phase domains. The p
tions of the sample points are indicated by arrows on the
of the space-time diagram. Note that each maximum
PEEM intensity in the two curves is followed by a secon
smaller peak, which indicates period-two oscillations. T
local oscillation period is about twice the period of unifor
oscillations occurring at a slightly increased feedback int
sity. By analyzing the time series of local oscillations
sample points located within the small domain interfaces
is found that the difference between subsequent oscilla
maxima is strongly decreased there. The difference ne
vanishes in the center of an interface so that oscillations
almost simple periodic and have an intermediate amplitu

Note that in the shown example of phase clusters, the t
areas occupied by the antiphase domains within the obse
tion window are almost equal or, in other words, the clust
show a state of phase balance. Phase balance for feedb
induced clusters has been predicted by theoretical mode
@15# and was also observed in CO oxidation experime
performed in a parameter regime where chemical turbule
was absent@16#.

In a further set of experiments, we have explored the
fects of a varied size of the feedback window on the dev
oping patterns. In such experiments, not the integral PE
intensity within the full observation window but the intensi
integrated over a significantly smaller, rectangular region
the approximate size 2503180 mm2 has been used for gen
eration of the control signal. When the feedback parame
were then varied, we could not observe any significant qu
tative differences between the types of patterns that form
inside and outside the feedback window. However, a su
difference was observed for phase clusters, see Fig. 7. In
7~a!, the feedback window that was used for generation
the control signal is indicated by a rectangular box. Intere
ingly, while phase clusters showed the property of phase
ance within the feedback window, the total size of the diff
ent phase domains was generally not balanced outside
region. This difference becomes evident from the global
cillations of image intensity within and outside the feedba
window, see Fig. 7~b!. Inside the feedback window, th
evenly weighted contributions of the local antiphase osci
tions sum up to a periodic global signal of twice the fr
quency of local oscillations. In contrast, the contributions
the antiphase domains to the global oscillations are not
anced outside the rectangular region and thus, oscillation
the integral intensity have a twice larger period there. T
lack of phase balance outside the feedback window can
understood from the following considerations: while a clos
feedback loop acts on the patterns inside the feedback
dow and maintains the phase balance, the patterns ou
this region are subject to external forcing through the in
pendently generated control signal. Therefore, shape and
of the phase domains outside the feedback window are so
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determined by the local initial conditions prior to the app
cation of feedback.

IV. PATTERN CHARACTERIZATION

To further analyze the observed types of patterns, we h
employed a variant of theanalytic signal approach@30,31#.
This method has allowed us to transform sequences of~typi-
cally 250! experimental PEEM images into time-depende
spatial distributions of phase and amplitude variables.
the local PEEM intensityI (x,t) at an observation pointx, its
Hilbert transform

Ĩ ~x,t !5p21E
2`

`

~ t2t8!21I ~x,t8!dt8 ~2!

was computed~this could be easily realized by determinin
the Fourier transform ofI, shifting each complex Fourie
coefficient by a phase ofp/2, and performing the revers
Fourier transform@31,32#!. This was repeatedly done for a
pixels x in an 1003100 array covering the respective pa
tern. UsingI (x,t) and its Hilbert transformĨ (x,t), a complex
variable

z~x,t !5I ~x,t !1 i Ĩ ~x,t ! ~3!

known as analytic signal@30# was defined.

FIG. 7. ~a! Snapshot of phase clusters in an experiment wit
reduced feedback window indicated by the rectangular box.~b!
Temporal variations of the negative integral PEEM intensity ins
~upper curve! and outside~lower curve! the feedback window. The
parameters areT5524 K, pO2

510.031025 mbar, p053.10
31025 mbar,m53.331025 mbar, andt50.75 s.
03620
ve

t
r

Afterwards, the time-dependent spatial distributions
phasef(x,t) and amplitudeR(x,t) were determined from
the analytic signal in the following way. The phase was
rectly computed asf5argz, thus representing the pola
angle in the plane spanned by the variablesI and Ĩ . The
amplitude was defined asR5r/r ref(f), wherer5uzu is the
standard definition of the amplitude modulus within the an
lytic signal approach. The normalization tor ref(f) was in-
troduced to approximately compensate for deviations fr
harmonicity in the observed oscillations. To obtainr ref(f),
the statistical distribution ofz(x,t) for all 1003100 pixels
and at all 250 time moments was plotted into the comp
plane, as illustrated in Fig. 8 for a set of spatiotemporal d
representing a pattern of spiral-wave turbulence. The re
ence amplituder ref(f) was then determined as the statistic
average ofr5uzu inside each of 200 equidistant narrow in
tervals of the polar anglef. Note that the closed curver
5r ref(f) in the complex plane can be viewed as represe
ing a reference orbit of the system deduced from the exp
mental data. In this way, a different characteristic refere
orbit has been generated for each set of spatiotemporal
to which the variable transformation was applied.

By applying this transformation separately to each of
different types of experimentally observed patterns presen
in Sec. III, time-dependent spatial distributions of phasef
and amplitudeR in each pattern have been constructed.
Fig. 9, we show snapshots of PEEM images~top row! for
various observed patterns, and corresponding snapsho
the phase~second row! and amplitude distributions~third
row!. Additionally, the bottom row of Fig. 9 shows a phas
portrait of each pattern, obtained by displaying the amp
tudes and phases for all resolving pixels in polar coordina
The phasef of a point is represented by the polar angle a
the amplitudeR is the distance to the coordinate origin.

In spiral-wave turbulence@Fig. 9~a!#, the fluctuations of
amplitude and phase are strong, as indicated by the br
band structure in the phase portrait. For intermittent tur

a

e

FIG. 8. Illustration of the transformation to the amplitudeR
5r/r ref(f) and phasef5argz of local oscillations; the reference
orbit r5r ref(f) is indicated by the closed line.
8-7
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FIG. 9. ~Color online! ~a!–~f! PEEM images~top row!, distributions of phase~second row!, amplitude~third row!, and phase portraits
~bottom row! for several typical patterns observed in CO oxidation experiments. In the PEEM images, blue~dark gray! color denotes surface
areas predominantly covered by oxygen, and red~light gray! regions are mainly CO covered. Green~bright! color denotes intermediate
values of intensity. In the phase and amplitude representations, yellow~bright! color denotes high, and blue~dark! color denotes low values
Green and red~gray! areas denote intermediate phase and amplitude values. The parameter values of temperature~K!, oxygen partial
pressure (1025 mbar!, base CO pressurep0 (1025 mbar!, feedback intensitym (1025 mbar!, and delay timet ~s! are, respectively,~a! 529,
40.0, 12.3, 0, 0;~b! 540, 40.0, 13.1, 1.7, 0.7;~c! 537, 40.0, 11.4, 3.0, 0.7;~d! 500, 10.0, 3.1, 0.6, 0.8;~e! 535, 40.0, 12.2, 4.0, 0.6; and~f!
505, 10.0, 3.3, 1.6, 0.8. The side length of images is~a!,~c!,~d! 330 mm, ~b! 360 mm, ~e! 210 mm, and~f! 270 mm.
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lence@Figs. 9~b! and 9~c!#, amplitude and phase are almo
constant in the main part of the medium where uniform
cillations take place. The amplitude is significantly decrea
in the bubble-shaped objects@Fig. 9~b!# and small localized
spirals@Fig. 9~c!#, so that they represent extended amplitu
defects. Perpendicular to such objects, the oscillation ph
varies rapidly in space. The phase portraits of intermitt
turbulence show a spot corresponding to the uniform stat
the medium and a tail corresponding to the amplitude
fects. When cluster patterns@Fig. 9~d!# develop, the medium
breaks into two phase states seen as spots in the corres
ing phase portrait. The amplitudes of the two oscillato
states differ because the local oscillations exhibit period-
behavior. The ‘‘bridge’’ in the phase portrait connecting t
two spots corresponds to the interfaces between the clu
domains; note that the phase varies smoothly and the am
tude is not significantly reduced at the interface for su
cluster patterns. In cellular structures@Fig. 9~e!#, small phase
modulations are observed, while the amplitude remains
proximately constant. In standing waves@Fig. 9~f!#, both the
phase and the amplitude are periodically modulated.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, feedback-induced pattern formation in C
oxidation on Pt~110! has been experimentally studied in
03620
-
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e
se
t

of
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nd-

o

ter
li-
h

p-

parameter regime where the unperturbed reaction exhib
chemical turbulence. By applying strong global delay
feedbacks, turbulence could be completely suppressed, l
ing to uniform oscillations. A large variety of complex sp
tiotemporal patterns was found when global delayed fe
back was used to bring the system to the boundary betw
regular and chaotic dynamics. A particularly interesting
sult is the experimental observation of intermittent turb
lence. This state is characterized by cascades of reprodu
and annihilating turbulent bubble structures or small loc
ized spirals on a background of uniform oscillations. Stan
ing waves and oscillating cellular structures represent furt
interesting structures resulting from the action of global d
layed feedback. Finally, phase clusters with period-two lo
oscillation dynamics could be induced. In additional expe
ments with a reduced feedback window, we have shown
phase balance is a characteristic property of phase clu
developing under global feedback but does not occur un
periodic, state-independent forcing. Our experimental ob
vations agree well with the results of a theoretical study@33#
that explores pattern formation in a realistic model of C
oxidation on Pt~110! under global delayed feedback.

To further characterize the observed patterns, we h
processed the experimental data to approximately recons
8-8
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amplitude and phase variables. This representation allow
directly compare the properties of patterns in systems of
ferent origins and provides a link to previous general stud
@9,10# of global feedbacks in oscillatory turbulent system
performed in the framework of the complex Ginzbur
Landau equation~CGLE!. The CGLE is the amplitude equa
tion of a field of diffusively coupled Hopf oscillators an
describes small-amplitude harmonic oscillations. The osc
tions in our experiments were nonharmonic and the sys
was not close to a supercritical Hopf bifurcation. Noneth
less, the results of our investigations show remarkable ag
ment with the theoretical predictions of Refs.@9,10# where
intermittent turbulence characterized by cascades of r
shaped amplitude defects, oscillatory cellular arrays,
clusters were also found. This indicates that the obser
effects of pattern formation near the edge of chaos may
typical for a broad class of reaction-diffusion systems.

We finally note that cluster patterns similar to those
ported here have also been experimentally observed in
t,

.
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.
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light-sensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky~BZ! reaction under
global feedback @13,17# and periodic external forcing
@34,35#. In these studies, however, chemical turbulence w
absent in the unperturbed system and consequently, ne
the states of intermittent turbulence nor irregular cellu
structures~which can be interpreted as a representation
phase turbulence! have been reported. Since turbulent sta
do exist in the BZ reaction@36–39#, it would be interesting
to see whether such types of patterns can also be indu
near the edge of chaos in this and in other reactions.
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